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The purpose of thisthi study was to determine the effect of penning and chaining

on circuscircu elephant behavior. The behaviorsbehavior of 10 Asian elephantselephant ElephasElepha maxi

mus and three African elephantselephant Loxodonta africana were videotaped for at

least 24 hourshour at each of six performance locations. At four of these locationslocation

the elephantselephant were restrained in electric-wire penspen on turf and at two locationslocation

the elephantselephant were restrained via leg chainschain on macadam. InstantaneousInstantaneou scan

sampling at 5-minute intervalsinterval during each observation period was conducted to

determine the frequency of occurrence of seven behavior categoriescategorie aggression

comfort ingestion locomotion resting social and stereotypy. StereotypiesStereotypie and

social interaction 0.0008 were more likely with chained restraint comfort

ingestion and locomotion activitiesactivitie were lessles likely 0.0037 with chained

restraint whereaswherea aggression and resting activitiesactivitie were not affected by type of

restraint 0.6254. Variation in stereotypic activity was related to age

0.0001 with younger elephantselephant more likely to show stereotypic activity than

older elephants. Zoo Biol 19209221 2000. 2000 Wiley-LissWiley-Lis Inc.

Key wordsword stereotypiesstereotypie management Loxodonta africana ElephasElepha maximusmaximu penning

chaining

INTRODUCTION

Historically elephantselephant in captivity have been restrained by chaining

mayer and Tanner 1995. As result of chaining species-typical behaviorsbehavior such as
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210 Gruberetal.

stricted. ThisThi inability to perform species-typical behaviorsbehavior may contribute to the

development of stereotypiesstereotypie in elephantselephant and Tanner 1995.

StereotypiesStereotypie can be defined as unvarying repetitive behaviorsbehavior that have no

obviousobviou goal or function 1965 Hutt and Hutt 1965. StereotypiesStereotypie have been

associated with sub-optimal housing or management systemssystem 1991 and are

thought to develop due to the inability of captive animalsanimal to control their environ

ment 1996 or choose desired behavior 1991. These thwarted

behaviorsbehavior normally available to animalsanimal in the wild may include foraging escape
and other species-typical behaviorsbehavior such as social interaction 1996. Ste

reotypiesreotypie tend to increase in frequency in caged mink before being fed 1993
in elephantselephant before being fed being watered and performing 1999 in dingosdingo

separated from the rest of their pack 1968 and in stallionsstallion prevented from

approaching maresmare in estrusestru and Kennedy 1993.

To understand better stereotypic behaviorsbehavior of elephantselephant in captivity species-

typical behaviorsbehavior in free-ranging elephantselephant should be considered. In the wild el

ephant family herdsherd are comprised of female elephantselephant related to the matriarch usually

sisterssister or daughtersdaughter and their offspring 1983. The matriarch usually the

oldest and largest female influencesinfluence the day-to-day routine of the herd 1983

McKnight 1995. Typically wild elephantselephant will spend between 16 and 20 hourshour

day feeding 1977 McKnight 1995 Vinod and Cheeran 1997 with

peakspeak in the morning afternoon and around midnight 1982. Depend

ing on availability of water wild elephantselephant will drink once per day

1982. Free-ranging elephantselephant will sleep to hourshour day either in recumbent or

standing position usually between 0200 and 0700 hourshour and Eltringham 1974

McKnight 1995 and again during the hottest part of the day 1982.

Species-typical behaviorsbehavior also include comfort and social activities. Comfort

behaviorsbehavior include bathing wallowing and grooming. Social activitiesactivitie include

affiliative and conflict behaviors. ElephantsElephant are extremely social and touch each other

frequently. The most common affiliative behavior is the trunk-to-mouth greeting in

which an elephant will put its trunk tip into another elephantselephant mouth and

Berg 1980 Garai 1991. Affihiative behaviorsbehavior also include play activitiesactivitie such as

mock fighting or chasing. Conflict behaviorsbehavior such as trunk slapping or tusk push

ing usually involve older elephantselephant disciplining the younger ones. Actual fighting

between adultsadult rarely occursoccur 1982.

Social groupingsgrouping may influence species-typical behaviorsbehavior in captivity. These

groupsgroup generally consist of unrelated femalesfemale often both Asian and African brought

together from different locations. Strong social bondsbond can be formed 1991
depending on the length and type of relationship. For example stable groupsgroup may
become volatile by the introduction of new individual or re-introduction of group
member after some time apart Frisco personal communication or change spon
taneously.

It is now more common practice for zoo elephantselephant to be left unchained unlessunles

chaining is necessary for husbandry practicespractice e.g. to help manage aggression be
tween membersmember of captive social groups. In both the Zurich Zoo and Zoo Atlanta

there was decrease in the occurrence of stereotypiesstereotypie in elephantselephant when they were

left unchained and Tanner 1995 Brockett et al. 1999.

Routine chaining of circuscircu elephantselephant is also becoming lessles common. study of

four European circusescircuse indicated that although 19 of 29 elephantselephant displayed stereo-
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Stereotypic Behavior in CircusCircu ElephantsElephant 211

typiestypie both when chained and penned stereotypiesstereotypie occurred lessles frequently when

the elephantselephant were penned 1995. When North American circuscircu switched

from chained restraint 1996 to penned restraint 1998 and Parker 1999
stereotypic activity in nine older female elephantselephant 2752 yearsyear was reduced an

average of 57%. Other factorsfactor associated with reduced stereotypic activity included

older age and food availability and Parker 1999. The probability of species-

typical activitiesactivitie e.g. standing lying eating varied substantially among individu

als during early morning hourshour when not influenced by human activitiesactivitie and

Parker 1999. During daylight hourshour individualsindividual differed in the time they were re
moved from restraint for circuscircu performancesperformance and other work routinesroutine and

Parker 1999 which was negatively correlated with stereotypic behavior 0.71
P0.031N9.

The purpose of thisthi study was to examine the stereotypic activity of elephantselephant

in the circuscircu studied by Friend and Parker during the year of transition 1997
when both chained and penned restraint were used. Additionally thisthi study exam
ined the variation in behavior within treatment between seasonsseason and within time

periodsperiod acrossacros locations.

METHODSMETHOD

SubjectsSubject and Husbandry

Nine female Asian one male Asian and three female African circuscircu elephantselephant

were observed for thisthi study Table 1. The elephantselephant ranged in
age

from to 51

yearsyear and each belonged to smaller social group consisting of one to four el

ephantsephant arranged by the circuscircu depending on compatibility. To examine whether be
haviorshavior varied with age three age groupsgroup were established with at least three subjectssubject

in each
age group.

The
age groupsgroup were younger than 20 yearsyear old 20

40 yearsyear old and older than 40
yearsyear old 3.

During thisthi study daily management practicespractice were fairly consistent. The cir

cus stayed at each performance location for days. Once at location the elephantselephant

TABLE 1. Biographical information of elephantselephant observed in thisthi study

Elephanta Speciesb Sex Born Age groupc Year acquired by circuscircu

1947 1950

1946 1973

1952 1954

1970 1974

1970 I974

1970

1968 1973

1969 l974

1970 1995

1982 l99l

1971 1974

1982 1991

1991 1995

aElephantsaElephant arranged according to social groups.

bE ElephasElepha maximusmaximu Loxodonta africana.

A. younger than 20 yearsyear old 2040 yearsyear old older than 40.

dYear acquired uncertained.
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212 Gruber et al.

were placed in penspen or chained to picket linesline usually between 0900 and 1000 hourshour
At each location the elephantselephant were kept chained or penned unlessunles performing some

form of work e.g. giving ridesride performing in the show or occupied in daily

management activity e.g. bathsbath foot care. The elephantselephant were given water three

timestime day grain once day and hay from to 10 timestime day. At each location the

elephantselephant had almost continual accessacces to hay. more detailed description of daily

management activitiesactivitie can be found in Friend

Experimental TreatmentsTreatment

Data were collected at six locationslocation two in TexasTexa and four in California from

April to June 1997 Table 2. At two of the locationslocation the elephantselephant were chained on

macadam and at four other locationslocation they were penned on turf. The determination of

whether the elephantselephant would be chained or penned was based on the surface at the

performance site. At the time of thisthi study the penspen were made by securing postspost
into the substrate on which the elephant compound was set up. On surfacessurface that were

too hard such as macadam where the
postspost could not be driven far enough into the

surface so as to be secure the elephantselephant were chained. Otherwise the elephantselephant were

penned. ThisThi was practical decision made by the circuscircu based on substrate and not

open to manipulation for thisthi research. Two treatmentstreatment were used in thisthi study but

regardlessregardles of treatment the groupingsgrouping of the subjectssubject when penned were maintained

throughout the study.

Treatment

The elephantselephant were chained to picket line which consisted of two parallel

cablescable attached to two tractor trailerstrailer with 2530 between the trailerstrailer and be
tween the cablescable Fig. 1. Two picket linesline separated by tractor-trailer were used

with to 10 elephantselephant chained in row on each. The elephantselephant were chained by one

front foot and opposite back foot to the cablescable which allowed them to move roughly

forward or backward with little sidewayssideway movement. MembersMember of each social group

were chained adjacent to each other. All picket line membersmember had olfactory and audi

tory contact and limited visual contact with the other elephantselephant on that picket line. Full

visual and tactile contact was only possible between adjacent elephants.

TABLE 2. Variation in environmental variablesvariable acrossacros locationslocation of circuscircu performancesperformance

Max temp Mm temp Precipitation

Restraint type Seasonb inchesinche Weather conditionscondition

Chained on macadam

Ft. Hood TX Spring 77.0 55.4 1.06 Cloudy with steady rain

Palmdale CA Summer 87.8 53.6 0.00 Sunny and hot

Penned on turf

Austin TX Spring 64.4 53.6 0.08 Cloudy with intermittent

rain

Moorpark CA Summer 93.0 77.0 0.00 Sunny and hot

Goleta CA Summer 76.0 59.0 0.00 Sunny and cool

Santa Maria CA Summer 75.2 57.2 0.00 Sunny and cool

Max temp mm temp and precipitation information from the NCDC 1998 weather conditionscondition are

from personal observation.

bSpring was March-April summer was May-June.
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Stereotypic Behavior in CircusCircu ElephantsElephant 213

Fig. I. Elephant area when chained. ElephantsElephant and other featuresfeature are not to scale.

Treatment

The elephantselephant were kept in the same general area as when they were chained.

However each area was divided into four or five penspen with each pen holding

separate social group of one to four elephantselephant Fig. 2. One or two elephantselephant were

kept in penspen measuring approximately 80 m2 and three or four elephantselephant were kept in

penspen measuring approximately 150 m2. conventional livestock fence charger was

used to electrify two parallel strandsstrand of 2-cm wide electric fence ribbon. The ribbon

ran approximately 0.5 and 1.35 above the ground and were supported by plastic

insulatorsinsulator on metal posts. Penned restraint allowed full contact among all el

ephantsephant within group partial tactile contact between adjacent groupsgroup and no tac

tile contact between non-adjacent groups. As when chained elephantselephant located on

opposite sidesside of the center tractor-trailer did not have visual or tactile contact with

each other.

Data Collection and Handling

separate camera and video recorder videotaped membersmember of each picket line

or group of pens. Each camera was mounted on tractor-trailer adjacent to the el

ephant area. Nighttime lighting was provided by four 150-W halogen flood lampslamp
mounted on 3-m polespole placed in front of the picket line or pens. Data collection

consisted of VCR time-lapse video taping using two Panasonic WV-BP3 12 CCTV

camerascamera each with WV-LA 2.8-mm wide angle auto irisiri lenslen and Panasonic VHS
AG-l070 DC video recorder recording at 2.23 frames/s.

The elephantselephant were observed for total of 48 hourshour when chained and 94.5 hourshour

when penned. InstantaneousInstantaneou sampling of each elephantselephant behavior was made at 5-minute

intervalsinterval from the video recordingsrecording 1974 Martin and Bateson 1993. Each

SpectatorsSpectator

Video camera Video camera

SpectatorsSpectator
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1L1E

behavior observed was allocated to one of seven activity states. These were aggression

comfort ingestion locomotion resting social and stereotypiesstereotypie Table 3.

The percentage of observationsobservation performing each activity was determined for

each elephant at each of the six locations. To determine the effect of treatment sea

son and age on behavior factorial analysisanalysi of variance using PROC GLM in SAS

1996 was conducted as appropriate for unequal sample sizes. In these analy

ses treatment season and age were the main effectseffect and frequency of behavior was

the dependent variable. To determine the effect of location on elephant behavior

factorial analysisanalysi of variance on the same data were performed with treatment loca

tion and age as the main effects.

If significant main effectseffect were found 0.05 DuncansDuncan multiple-range

test was conducted to determine where the significant differencesdifference occurred. When

significant interactionsinteraction between main effectseffect were found least-squaresleast-square meansmean test

was conducted to determine where the significant differencesdifference occurred.

To determine the effect of time of day on behavior log-linear analysisanalysi using

PROC CATMOD in SAS 1996 was conducted for each elephant. The day

was divided into four periodsperiod morning 03000859 midday 09001459 evening

15002059 and night 21000259 because husbandry activitiesactivitie were usually started

by 0900. IndividualsIndividual were compared within time period but no comparisonscomparison were

made between time periods. The log-linear analysesanalyse compared the actual number of

displaysdisplay of given behavior with what was expected by chance. When significant

differencesdifference were found binomial z-scoresz-score and Gottman 1986 were used

to determine whether the actual number was significantly more or lessles than what

was expected by chance.

Between-observer reliability was measured to determine the
accuracy

of be

havior definitionsdefinition used within each category. videotape was picked at random and

two observersobserver independently measured each elephantselephant behavior at 5-minute inter-

SpectatorsSpectator SpectatorsSpectator

Fig. 2. Elephant area when penned. ElephantsElephant and other featuresfeature are not to scale.
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TABLE 3. Observed behaviorsbehavior of circuscircu elephantselephant grouped by category

Category Behavior Definition

Aggression Bumping Forceful pressure with the hip against another elephant

Kicking Forward or sidewayssideway thrusting of the foot at another elephant

Threatening Standing with earsear spread and head held high

Comfort Chain pulling Pulling on the foot chain with trunk or foot

Pawing Pawing the ground before laying down

Rubbing Rubbing against an object

Scratching Scratching the body with trunk or foot

Searching Searching the ground with the trunk

Spraying Spraying water dirt or food on the body with the trunk

Trunk up Trunk curved upward

Ingestion Eating Picking food up or other material pick up more than hay or grain

with the trunk placing into the mouth and swallowing

Drinking Picking water up with the trunk placing into the mouth and

swallowing

Foraging Using the trunk and/or foot to search the ground for food

Locomotion Moving around Any walking or stepping to the side in non-sterotypic pattern

when not performing any other behavior

Resting Laying Lateral recumbency

Standing Upright on all four legsleg trunk flaccid not performing any other

identified behaivor

Social Leaning Leaning on another elephant

Standing Standing over another elephant

Touching Touching another elephant in non-aggressive manner with trunk

Twining trunkstrunk Gentle overlapping of trunk with another elephant

StereotypiesStereotypie Weaving Side-to-side or back-and-forth repetitive swaying of the body

Headbobbing Moving head up and down in repetitive manner

Trunk tossing VigorousVigorou swaying of trunk from side to side

Pen pacing Walking around in an unvarying repetitive pattern

valsval for the entire tape using the pre-defined ethogram Table 3. An index of con

cordance comparing the total number of agreementsagreement and disagreementsdisagreement

was performed using the formula A/A and Bateson 1993.

Within-observer reliability was measured to determine whether there was any

observer drift during the duration of the study. videotape was picked at random

and on two separate occasionsoccasion the same observer measured each elephantselephant behavior

at 5-minute intervalsinterval for the entire tape using the pre-defined ethogram Table 3. An

index of concordance was then performed using the formula A/A
and Bateson l993.

94% agreement was found for between-observer reliability and 96% agree

ment was found for within-observer reliability. These would indicate that the defini

tionstion used for each behavior within category Table were robust and that there

was minimal observer drift.

RESU LTS

There were not enough occurrencesoccurrence of aggression 0.1% of observationsobservation when

chained 0.1% when penned to perform statistics.
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216 GruberetaL

The elephantselephant engaged in more comfort 0.0037 ingestion 0.000

and locomotion 0.0001 activitiesactivitie and fewer social interactionsinteraction 0.0008

and stereotypiesstereotypie 0.000 when penned than when chained Fig. 3. There were

no treatment effectseffect on resting activitiesactivitie 0.6254.

Age Fig. had significant effect on comfort 0.0256 ingestion

0.0001 locomotion 0.0472 resting 0.000 and stereotypiesstereotypie 0.000 1.

There was no effect of age on social activity 0.2323. The oldest group engaged

in more comfort activitiesactivitie than the youngest group. The two older groupsgroup ingested

more than the youngest group.
The oldest group rested more moved around lessles

and displayed fewer stereotypiesstereotypie than both younger groupsgroup with the youngest group

resting the least and moving around and displaying stereotypiesstereotypie the most.

There was significant interaction between treatment and age Table for the

categoriescategorie of locomotion resting social and stereotypies. The two younger groupsgroup
moved around more when penned than when chained with the youngest group mov
ing around the most. The youngest group rested more when penned than when chained.

Also when chained the youngest elephantselephant rested the least and the oldest elephantselephant

the most. The two older groupsgroup displayed more social activitiesactivitie when chained than

when penned. Each age group displayed more stereotypiesstereotypie when chained than when

penned with occurrencesoccurrence decreasing by age group for both treatments. There was no

treatment and age interaction for comfort or ingestion activities.

No season effectseffect 0.1518 on behavior were found and although there were

location effectseffect these agreed with significant effectseffect owing to treatment. For example

the elephantselephant spent lessles time performing ingestion-related behaviorsbehavior at both chained lo

cationscation than at each of the four penned locationslocation 1999. Time of day was

.2

Aggreiion nmfnrl Iugctan Locumoton K.stin SotiaI Strrtotyp

Beha br

Fig. 3. Effect of treatment on behavior.
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Fig. 4. Effect of age on behavior.

significant 3.0 for stereotypiesstereotypie during the 1500 to 2100-hour period. Eleven of

the 13 elephantselephant displayed more stereotypiesstereotypie during thisthi time period than expected

1999.

DISCUSSION

AlternativesAlternative to chained restraint have been associated with decreased stereo

typiestypie in several studies. In the present study 13 elephantselephant from one U.S. circuscircu

were studied during the year of transition from chained restraint to penned restraint

TABLE 4. Effect of treatment and age interaction on elephant behaviora

Chainedb Pennedb

AC BC P-value

Aggression 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 NA
Comfort 0.1 0.3 0.6 1.2 1.4 2.1 NA

Ingestion 65CbC 286d 366b. 423cf 484d.g 589C.f 0.0638

Locomotion 02h 0.5 0.5 4.0 19.k 1.7 0.0004

Resting 4.7 29.3 41.7 22.8 26.8 32.3r 0.0001

Social 0.7 4.0 2.6 1.9 l.3v 06 0.0019

Stereotypy 88.0 372xaa.bb i7.9 277zdd 200bb 43CCddC 0.0079

Within row meansmean with the same superscript differ 0.05. ComparisonsComparison were made only be

tween treatmentstreatment within an age group or between age groupsgroup within treatment.

bPercentage of observations.

Age groupsgroup 20 yearsyear old 2040 yearsyear old 40 yearsyear old.

50

45

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

Aggreon Comfort fngcstoit Locomotion Retting Social Stertotypy

Behavior
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1997. Each of the elephantselephant displayed stereotypiesstereotypie in both management systemssystem

and although the display was lower when the elephantselephant were penned decrease of

59% stereotypiesstereotypie still accounted for nearly 20% of the behaviorsbehavior displayed. Similar

findingsfinding have been reported in two studiesstudie using different methodsmethod and or hus

bandry procedures. Friend and Parker studied elephantselephant from the same circuscircu

as the present study the year before and the year after the transition year. They found

that stereotypic behaviorsbehavior decreased an average of 57% when the elephantselephant were

penned compared to when they were chained. Schmid studied four European

circusescircuse in which the elephantselephant were both chained and penned during the same day.

Schmid found the occurrence of stereotypiesstereotypie was nearly absent when the

elephantselephant were penned and 10 of 29 elephantselephant did not display any stereotypiesstereotypie when

penned. One possible explanation for the difference between the Schmid study and the

present study was the amount of time spent penned. In SchmidsSchmid study the elephantselephant

were not continuously maintained in the penspen but stayed in them from 0.3 to 8.2 hourshour

per day. In the present study whenever the elephantselephant were not working they were

penned the rest of each day for the duration of the stay at penned location. The

longer time spent in the pen may have accustomed the elephantselephant to the pen and thusthu

reduced the novelty of the situation. As result the elephantselephant in thisthi study may have

spent lessles time in exploratory behaviorsbehavior than the subjectssubject in the Schmid study.

The elephantselephant in the present study spent almost half the observationsobservation 46%
performing stereotypiesstereotypie when chained. Engaging in stereotypiesstereotypie with thisthi frequency

greatly reduced their opportunity to perform other behaviors. For instance the per

centage of observationsobservation the elephantselephant spent eating foraging for food and drinking

decreased from 49% when penned to 25% when chained.

The substrate on which elephantselephant are chained is probably not major deter

mining factor in the occurrence of stereotypiesstereotypie because similar resultsresult were observed

when elephantselephant were chained on slatted boardsboard 1995 grassgras or dirt

and Parker 1999 or macadam 1999. Rather it was likely that the chain

ing contributed to the increase in the display of stereotypies. However to test thisthi

hypothesishypothesi it would be necessary to conduct study in which the chaining and pen

ning occurred on the same substrate at the same location.

When chained the elephantselephant are severely restricted in their ability to move

having only enough space for movement of about forward or backward with

little
space

for sidewayssideway movements. ThisThi restraint may also inhibit the foraging

behavior of the elephants. ElephantsElephant in the wild spend 16 to 20 hourshour per day feed

ing 1977 McKnight 1995 Vinod and Cheeran 1997. Although it

may not be expected for captive elephantselephant to allocate thisthi amount of time to feeding

behaviorsbehavior the increase in feeding behaviorsbehavior from 25% of observationsobservation when chained

on macadam to 49% of observationsobservation when penned on turf pointspoint to an environmen

tal effect. Food is presented in pilespile directly in front of the elephantselephant so there is no

necessity to forage. With the lack of adequate stimuli to promote species-typical

behaviorsbehavior the elephantselephant may replace these behaviorsbehavior with stereotypies.

The expression of stereotypiesstereotypie may enable the chained elephantselephant to cope within

their restricted environmentsenvironment possibly by the release of endogenousendogenou opioidsopioid

1991 Mason 1991. The decrease in the display of stereotypiesstereotypie from 46% of obser

vationsvation when chained to 19% when penned would seem to indicate that the ability

to perform more species-typical behaviorsbehavior may displace the need for the calming

effectseffect of performing stereotypies.
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The increase in comfort behaviorsbehavior from 0.3% of observationsobservation when chained to

1.5% when penned was probably result of the management system plusplu the sur

face on which the elephantselephant were maintained. The most prevalent comfort behavior

spraying involved tossing dirt hay and grassgras on the head or back. Spraying ac

counted for 94% of all comfort behaviorsbehavior when penned and 36% when chained.

When penned however the elephantselephant had more available material to use for thisthi

activity than when they were chained on macadam.

ElephantsElephant in the wild rest both standing and lying and Eltringham 1974

and the present findingsfinding found similar tendency in captive elephants. Type of re

straint did not affect the probability of resting activity but the form of resting varied.

The overall probability of lying while resting was greater when penned 34% of

observationsobservation than when chained 19%. IndividualsIndividual varied in the form of resting

which is elaborated on in Gruber and is consistent with Friend and Parker

The prevalence to lie more when penned may reflect the difficultiesdifficultie of lying

owing to the constraintsconstraint of chaining. There were timestime that few elephantselephant would lie

down when chained but were positioned in such way that adjacent elephantselephant were

prevented from lying down. The
space

available in the penspen provided enough room

so that all the elephantselephant in pen could lie down at the same time. The probability of

resting 67 hlday was consistent with resting behavior of Asian elephantselephant in one

zoo 1992.

The penspen in thisthi study were barren without any form of physical enrichment

such as branchesbranche treestree or bushes. Food was provided in pile which was the same

manner as when chained so that the elephantselephant did not need to forage for their food.

Although able to socialize with more elephantselephant in the pen than when chained unin

hibited social interactionsinteraction as seen in the wild or in larger elephant enclosuresenclosure were

still not available. Comfort behaviorsbehavior increased when penned but some behaviorsbehavior

seen in the wild such as foot care could not be performed due to the lack of toolstool

i.e. branchesbranche in the
pens.

Social enrichment affected the expression of stereotypiesstereotypie in pigspig et

al. 1992 and horseshorse et al. 1995 and should be considered as poten

tial confounding factor in interpreting resultsresult from studiesstudie of stereotypiesstereotypie in elephants.

For example there was significant difference in stereotypiesstereotypie between one location

where the elephantselephant were penned and the other three penned locationslocation 1999.

One hypothesishypothesi would be that thisthi was related to changeschange in social groupings. For

example an elephant in pen adjacent to the study subjectssubject was present at three

locationslocation but removed at the fourth for health reasons. Such decisionsdecision need to be

made for husbandry reasonsreason and these environmental changeschange are difficult to con

trol in an ongoing study of working circus. The resulting changeschange in social group

ingsing should be considered in interpretation of the resultsresult of thisthi study and in the

design of future research.

RegardlessRegardles of type of restraint the occurrence of stereotypiesstereotypie tended to in

crease between 1500 and 2100 hours. possible explanation for the increase may
involve the fact that the majority of the circuscircu performancesperformance occur during thisthi time.

Friend found that stereotypiesstereotypie increased before performance timestime and sug

gested that thisthi may indicate an anticipation of performances.

The age-related trend identified by Friend and Parker was even more

evident in the present study because of the inclusion of younger age category 20
years. When chained the three oldest elephantselephant displayed the three lowest occur-
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rencesrence 14 15 and 24% of stereotypiesstereotypie and the three highest occurrencesoccurrence of both

ingestion 40 38 and 33% and resting 44 42 and 39% activities. Conversely the

three youngest elephantselephant displayed the three highest occurrencesoccurrence 83 86 and 95%
of stereotypiesstereotypie and the three lowest occurrencesoccurrence of both ingestion and 9% and

resting and 7% activities. The rangesrange of occurrencesoccurrence for the mid-aged group

were 30 to 44% in stereotypiesstereotypie 23 to 32% in ingestion activitiesactivitie and 26 to 34% in

resting activities. One interpretation would be that the youngest elephantselephant found the

restraint of chaining more restrictive than the older elephants.

ThisThi study found that stereotypiesstereotypie increased and species-typical behaviorsbehavior de

creased when the elephantselephant were chained as opposed to penned. However these re

suitssuit may be confounded because of the substrate differencesdifference between treatments.

Additionally at one penned location in which social contactscontact were different the oc

currence of stereotypiesstereotypie increased. As result an alternative hypothesishypothesi that needsneed

to be tested would be the separate and combined effectseffect of substrate and social group

ingsing on behavior.

CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSION

1. The probability of stereotypic behaviorsbehavior was higher when elephantselephant were

leg-chained along picket line on macadam than when restrained in small groupsgroup
within electric fencesfence placed on turf.

2. The effect of chained restraint differed among individual elephantselephant with the

youngest elephantselephant more likely to show stereotypic behavior and lessles likely to show

ingestion or resting activitiesactivitie than the older elephants.

3. In contrast to chained restraint on macadam the social and physical enrich

ment during penned restraint was associated with more species-typical behaviors.
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